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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Can an inexpensive and easy to administer at-home treatment treat the novel coronavirus, SARS-

CoV-2? According to Dr. Thomas Levy,  the answer is yes. The remedy in question is hydrogen

peroxide, aerosolized in any standard nebulizer.

Originally conceptualized in the early '90s by Dr. Charles Farr,  hydrogen peroxide treatment can

successfully treat most viral respiratory illnesses, including coronavirus. According to Levy:

"While different individuals can be expected to have variable degrees of positive response,

this intervention can be anticipated to eliminate eventual fatal disease outcomes in all but

the most advanced cases."

It's worth keeping in mind that while the elderly and those with underlying medical conditions are at

increased risk of serious complications and death, the overall mortality rate of COVID-19 appears to

be quite low, and very similar to inPuenza.

A compilation of reported mortality statistics from around the world can be found in the paper,

"Likelihood of Survival of Coronavirus Disease 2019," published in The Lancet Infectious Diseases,

March 30, 2020. For the latest up to the minute COVID-19 stats, see the "Coronavirus COVID-19

Global Cases by the Center for Systems Science and Engineering" page.

That said, considering the fact that scientists still do not know whether COVID-19 patients gain

lifelong immunity to the virus, or whether it will act more like cold and Pu viruses where each

season presents a new opportunity for infection,  having an inexpensive and simple way to treat

yourself at Trst signs of symptoms may be a priority for many.

How Hydrogen Peroxide Works

To perform this treatment, you need but two items: a nebulizer such as the Pari Trek S Compressor

Aerosol System and a face mask that covers your mouth and nose that emits a Tne mist, and food

grade hydrogen peroxide. Typically food grade peroxide comes in concentrations of 12% so you will

need to dilute it down to .1% to use it as I describe in the video and chart below.

Viruses are not "alive" per se. They need a live host in which they can infect live cells that then

replicate the viral DNA and RNA. Once a cell is infected, newly replicated viruses exit the cell and

move on to the next cell to duplicate the process.

So, when we talk about "killing" a virus, we're really talking about inactivating them by breaking

down their structure. This is why soap works so well. Coronaviruses are held together by a lipid

(fatty) coating. Soap, being amphipathic  — meaning it can dissolve most molecules — dissolves

this fat membrane, causing the virus to fall apart and become harmless.

More speciTcally, the fat-like substances in soap are structurally similar to the lipids found in the

virus membrane, so the soap molecules compete with and replace the fats in the membrane. In so

doing, the "fatty glue" holding the virus together dissolves.

Hydrogen peroxide works in a similar way. As noted by Levy, "the way to control any viral infection is

not to kill the virus; rather, the infected cells that have been turned into viral factories must be

killed."

Your immune cells actually produce hydrogen peroxide. This is in part how your immune system

kills cells that have been infected with a virus. By killing the infected cell, viral reproduction is

stopped. So, hydrogen peroxide therapy is in essence only aiding your immune cells to perform

their natural function more effectively.

Hydrogen peroxide is also a key redox signaling agent. As explained in the March 30, 2020, review

article from my absolute favorite journal Nature Reviews Molecular Biology "Reactive Oxygen

Species (ROS) as Pleiotropic Physical Signaling Agents":

"At the low physiological levels in the nanomolar range, H O  is the major agent signaling

through speci@c protein targets, which engage in metabolic regulation and stress

responses to support cellular adaptation to a changing environment and stress ...

Recent methodological advances permit the assessment of molecular interactions of

speci@c ROS [reactive oxygen species] molecules with speci@c targets in redox signaling

pathways.

Accordingly, major advances have occurred in understanding the role of these oxidants in

physiology and disease, including the nervous, cardiovascular and immune systems,

skeletal muscle and metabolic regulation as well as ageing and cancer.

In the past, unspeci@c elimination of ROS by use of low molecular mass antioxidant

compounds was not successful in counteracting disease initiation and progression in

clinical trials. However, controlling speci@c ROS-mediated signaling pathways by selective

targeting offers a perspective for a future of more re@ned redox medicine."

In short, hydrogen peroxide is a major ROS, but while ROS are typically thought of as "all bad," this is

a gross oversimpliTcation. As noted in this paper, blanket elimination of ROS is inadvisable as they

actually serve important signaling functions. The paper, which is behind a paywall, further

explains:

"Steady-state physiological Hux of H O  to speci@c protein targets leads to reversible

oxidation, thereby altering protein activity, localization and interactions, which contributes

to orchestration of various processes in cells and organs, including cell proliferation,

differentiation, migration and angiogenesis. This state of low-level H O  maintenance and

its associated physiological redox signaling is called 'oxidative eustress.'"

Contrary to oxidative stress or oxidative distress, oxidative eustress denotes an oxidative challenge

that has positive or beneTcial effects and is essential in redox signaling.

Hydrogen Peroxide Has a Long History of Medical Use

As explained in a British Journal of Pharmacology paper published in 2012, which sought to assess

the therapeutic potential of hydrogen peroxide in the treatment of ischemic stroke:

"... in light of recent @ndings, [hydrogen peroxide] is being recognized as a ubiquitous

endogenous molecule of life as its biological role has been better elucidated. Indeed,

increasing evidence suggests that H O  may act as a second messenger with a pro-

survival role in several physiological processes ...

The presence of H O  in living systems was identi@ed in 1856. However, it was only in 1894

that 100% pure H O  was @rst extracted ... In 1888, the @rst medical use of H O  was

described by Love as eVcacious in treating numerous diseases, including scarlet fever,

diphtheria, nasal catarrh, acute coryza, whooping cough, asthma hay fever and tonsillitis.

Similarly, Oliver and collaborators reported that intravenous injection of H O  was

eVcacious in treating inHuenza pneumonia in the epidemic following World War I. Despite

its bene@cial effects, in the 1940s medical interest in further research on H O  was slowed

down by the emerging development of new prescription medicines ...

Notably, Farr is generally considered to be the pioneer of 'oxidative therapy' by proposing

intravenous infusion of H O  to treat a wide variety of diseases. Later, Willhelm promoted

the therapeutic use of H O  to treat cancer, skin diseases, polio and bacteria-related

mental illness.

He de@ned H O  as 'God's given immune system.' Another player in the H O  story was

Grotz, who obtained pain relief by testing H O  on himself to treat his arthritis pain."

As you can see, while Farr has been labeled a quack by some critics, other scientists and

researchers are not so quick to dismiss his contributions to medical science.

What Do Studies Say?

The most relevant study was one that was done earlier this year in the Journal of Hospital Infection.

They studies 0.5% hydrogen peroxide, six times weaker than the 3% typically used, and found that it

killed human corona viruses and SARS corona viruses and MERS.

Studies have also looked into the use of hydrogen peroxide against a variety of pathogens,

including a 1994 study  in Poultry Science, which found a microaerosolized mist of 5% hydrogen

peroxide "completely inactivated infectious laryngotracheitis virus."

Exposure to the mist also reduced infectivity of Newcastle disease virus, infectious bronchitis virus

and avian inPuenza virus, but did not completely inactivate them. Use of 10% hydrogen peroxide

mist was necessary to render infectious bursal disease virus completely inactive.

Another study,  published in the American Journal of Infection Control in 2009, assessed the

eecacy of vaporized hydrogen peroxide against viruses on various surfaces, Tnding exposure to

hydrogen peroxide vapor at a concentration of 10 parts per million resulted in 99% inactivation after

2.5 minutes.

Similarly, a 2014 study  in the Journal of Hospital Infection found hydrogen peroxide vapor

eliminated an array of viruses on stainless steel, including human adenovirus 1, transmissible

gastroenteritis coronavirus of pigs (TGEV, a SARS-CoV surrogate), avian inPuenza virus and swine

inPuenza virus.

According to the authors, "Hydrogen peroxide vapor was virucidal against feline calicivirus,

adenovirus, TGEV and avian inPuenza virus at the lowest vaporized volume tested (25 mL)."

Vaporized hydrogen peroxide was found to completely inactivate a range of exotic animal viruses in

a 1997 study  as well.

Hydrogen peroxide's ability to inactivate dangerous infectious viruses has also been highlighted in

vaccine science. As noted in a 2016 study  in the Vaccine journal, 3% hydrogen peroxide

completely and irreversibly inactivated the rabies virus within two hours, thus reducing time and

cost of the inactivation process required for the making of a rabies vaccine (which contains

inactivated rabies virus).

Why Use a Nebulizer?

The therapy touted by Farr involved administering hydrogen peroxide intravenously. This, however,

puts the therapy out of reach for most who want a quick and easy remedy to use at home. A far

more inexpensive and convenient alternative is to inhale the hydrogen peroxide mist, using a

nebulizer — a small, handheld device that converts liquid into a very Tne mist.

The microscopic mist, similar to smoke or vapor, can be comfortably inhaled deep into your

nostrils, sinuses and lungs. While nebulizers have routinely been used by asthmatics to deliver

medication into their lungs, this delivery system affects not only the lungs but your entire body.

As noted in the 2002 review article,  "Pulmonary Drug Delivery Systems: Recent Developments and

Prospects," "Targeting drug delivery into the lungs has become one of the most important aspects

of systemic ... drug delivery systems."

In the case of respiratory infections, the nebulizer has the added advantage of delivering the

hydrogen peroxide right to the areas most affected by respiratory viruses — your sinuses, throat,

bronchial tract and lungs.

"Effective hydrogen peroxide nebulization quite literally, 'chops the head off of the snake,'

and the virus present elsewhere in the body can then readily be mopped up when the new

virus inHux has been terminated," Levy says, adding:

"It should be kept in mind that hydrogen peroxide kills pathogens very readily upon contact

in an open wound. It should, therefore, be understandable why putting a @ne mist of

hydrogen peroxide in all the areas of maximal viral replication promptly puts the body on a

pathway to rapid healing."

Levy's Hydrogen Peroxide Protocol

To prevent an infection from taking hold, begin treatment at Trst signs of symptoms. Food grade

hydrogen peroxide (12%) should be diluted to a maximum .1% dilution. Consult with your physician

before administering treatment, as this is for acute treatment and not recommended for chronic

use.

If you're already presenting with runny nose or sore throat. Levy recommends using the nebulizer

for 10 to 15 minutes four times a day until your symptoms are relieved. You can also nebulized

hydrogen peroxide for prevention and maintenance, which may be advisable during Pu season, or

while the COVID-19 pandemic is in full swing. Levy notes:

"As it is a completely non-toxic therapy, nebulization can be administered as often as

desired. If done on a daily basis at least once, a very positive impact on bowel and gut

function will often be realized as killing the chronic pathogen colonization present in most

noses and throats stops the 24/7 swallowing of these pathogens and their associated

toxins.

If daily prevention is not a practical option, the effectiveness of this treatment is optimized

when somebody sneezes in your face or you @nally get off of the plane after a trans-

Atlantic Hight. Don't wait for initial symptoms. Just nebulize at your @rst opportunity."
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kornelifry
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Dr. Mercola  posted this advice - Hydrogen Peroxide in ears - to prevent colds and Pue years ago. It worked for me, every time, 100%.

When I mention this method of virus prevention to friends and acquaintances they look at me as if I am nuts. The heck with them. Let

them stew in their miseries and ignorance. I prefer to be a nutty and very healthy 91 years old.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/9/2020 5:30:52 AM
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tmoran
Joined On 10/16/2012 2:19:53 PM
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I do it too - I learned it from Andreas Moritz book "Timeless secrets of health and rejuvenation", as many other great remedies - it's

my "Health Bible":) I am so proud of you! Stay safe, Tatyana:)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/9/2020 9:10:35 AM
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Joined On 12/25/2013 7:47:01 AM
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@kornelifry I'm with you 100%. I used to work in a dangerous areas of medical Teld, most of the time without health insurance...

not blaming anybody for my situation, instead I was taking responsibility for my own health and constantly self educating myself.  I

used some of the alternative medical practices, and I know exactly what are you talking about:)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/9/2020 10:23:50 AM
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Hydrogen Peroxide in ears works for me all the time.  I even take with me when traveling.  Like you, everyone thinks its nuts.  Dont

care, it works.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/9/2020 1:30:34 PM
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I have a friend who is a microbiologist.  She shared that idea years ago.  She had 4 young children who were prone to ear infections

and hydrogen peroxide drops in the ears is what she used to treat them rather than antibiotics.
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I am a senior. Like most people, I followed Doctor's advice, until I saw bad reactions and more and more drugs added to an ailing

body. After many bad reactions with the medical Teld and their disrespect for natural medicines that proved, a success.....I totally

abandon them. I know from many years of research what nature (god) has gifted us with. Wisdom comes from watching failures

from drugs and deaths or injuries from bad medicines and side effects. Staying clear of what is dangerous and healing yourself is

the best medicine. I work with animals as profession. Many times I have saved lives the vets wanted to destroy, because their

medicines failed. Stay well and healthy ! God bless you for your wisdom.
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I get those same looks when I mention putting hydrogen peroxide in the ears. Recently, my body was Tghting a cold that seemed to

be tough to get rid of completely. I had a feeling that the virus might be lingering in my ears, so I put drops of H2O2 in both ears

and let it bubble away for a few minutes. Well, the lingering virus that refused to leave was completely gone when I got up the next

morning. The method works. I don't know why people think it's odd or risky. Congratulations on being a healthy 91 years old, the

same age and condition as my mother.
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I've noticed lately that the hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in the Wally pharmacy shelf has been empty for a few weeks now.??? During

the peak of the covid Tasco, the same thing happened with pharma 70% and 91% alcohol, while H2O2, at the time, was plentiful???

Maybe people are wising up to big pharma BS and listening to Mercola et al. [---grin---]

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/3/2022 8:22:54 AM
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Vitamin C breaks down easily, generating hydrogen peroxide. The highest doses provided by vitamin C (IVC) are considered to cause a

pro-oxidant state within cells, such as cancer cells that lack antioxidant enzymes, where the high level of Vitamin C generates H2O2

(hydrogen peroxide) and other free radicals and causes cell death. Since vitamin C has a similar structure to glucose, cancer cells, which

have a high metabolic rate and transport large amounts of sugar to the cell, will also transport large amounts of vitamin C. This is

believed to be one of the mechanisms to through which the vitamin in high doses C is effective against cancer and viral diseases.

www.orthomolecular.org/.../v16n21.shtml    (2019) europepmc.org/.../32041838    (2020)

"Cancer cells are much less eecient at removing hydrogen peroxide than normal cells. Therefore, cancer cells are much more prone to

damage and death from a large amount of hydrogen peroxide, "says Buettner, a professor of radiation oncology and a member of the

Holden Comprehensive Cancer Center at the University of Iowa."

This explains how the very, very high levels of vitamin C used in our clinical trials do not affect normal tissue, but can be detrimental to

tumor tissue. " now.uiowa.edu/2017/01/why-high-dose-vitamin-c-kills-cancer-cells  (2017) www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC5106370  

 (2016) www.oncologynurseadvisor.com/home/departments/navigation/high-doses-of..    (2017) Patients with diabetes and

cardiovascular diseases have a higher risk of vascular complications and death from dCovid-19 disease. Periodontitis is a chronic

inPammatory disease, which is implicated in the appearance of a variety of diseases, such as diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis, and

cardiovascular disease.
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The appearance of periodontitis is attributed to bacterial infection and the role of oxidative stress. The administration of hydrogen

peroxide in an adequate dose decreased the periodontal ligament cells, causing the regression of periodontitis, which was

evidenced by cleaved caspases-3, caspases-9 and poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase. www.spandidos-publications.com/.../242  

(2016) High doses of vitamin C have also been investigated in people and shown to improve the health-related quality of life of

patients with terminal cancer and infectious diseases.

In this research, there have been 7 articles; 2 original contributions and 5 review articles on the physiological role of vitamin C in

health, its biochemical and molecular mechanisms of that in cancer and infectious diseases, where hydrogen peroxide has a

fundamental action.. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC6591432  (2019) Pharmacologic ascorbate as a pro-drug for hydrogen

peroxide release to kill mycobacterium. www.sciencedirect.com/.../S0753332218373669   (2019) Vitamin C, or ascorbic acid, is

primarily an electron donor to function as antioxidants and acts as a cofactor, donating electrons to enzymes that contain iron or

copper.

This donation is a critical step in keeping these enzymes "active." Enzymes that use vitamin C as a cofactor have a widespread

inPuence on our energy levels, structural integrity, and DNA. They are involved in maintaining the methylation / demethylation

balance (or activating gene expression), producing collagen, and supplying L-carnitine and norepinephrine. The health beneTts of

vitamin C vary even beyond its abilities as a cofactor and antioxidant. There's so much vitamin C it can do throughout the body,

from boosting your immune system to reducing your risk of stroke and diabetes. This article is very

complete.coremedscience.com/blogs/wellness/science-of-vitamin-c-beneTts-beyond..
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Gui, other than the massive pile up of so many severe cases at once & the exposure of our insuecient misdirected "healthcare"

system, one can only hope this Pattening the curve means enough or the usual number of people get the Covid-19 have a normal

natural immune response. In other words Creation's vaccine. Where the younger and generally healthy people get the yearly virus

events and continue to build a strong healthy immune system to serve them throughout their lives. In other words, real herd

immunity. This current situation exposes how unhealthy the "richest nation in the world" population is with prediabetes, weak

immune systems & more constantly attacked by a multitude of toxic substances generated by the Money Machine and their power

& control tools to feed it.

This is just one of many situations that would have opened an opportunity for Gates and others to pull off the shelve long laid

plans to implement what we are seeing now. (The wealthy plan for generations, the poor plan for Saturday night. Not throwing

stones, its about all they have.) This is a glaring example of why the Founding Fathers while wanting citizens to have the

opportunity to become wealthy did not want anyone or a privileged few to get so wealthy as to impose their whims or will on the

majority. Think you're not making a difference? This situation is also response to a critical mass of the population reaching a

tipping point of awareness of the phony Money Party and their parlor tricks to feed their greed and ignore the Needs of the

Foundation's of Life, our shared needs as responsible citizens, and as individuals.

I share these thoughts as you well know as a prime individual who if contracting this virus could very well become burnt toast.

Irrational fear does not serve us & should not blind us as to the implications of the nastiness underfoot along with the usual

normal challenges we all face striving for good health.
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Gui, in the United States we are  Tnding that Covid-19 has disproportionately affected African Americans.  The wordS used is “by a

staggering difference”, three to four times as many die. This Tnding has taken the “experts” by surprise.  Also here when “they”

mention the underlying causes, cardiovascular disease is not mentioned.  Our top four reasons here are: High blood pressure,

diabetes, OBESITY, and asthma in that order. If cardiovascular disease was mentioned it was in the beginning and not anymore at

lease in the USA.  Obesity was recently added to the list may be ten days ago, I can’t remember.  

We all write about the disease but I’m very worried about the children who are in homes that are far from stable.  We in the USA

have a horrible problem with child abuse.  We have taken many children and placed in a jail with no escape with a parent or parents

who are their jailers and their tormentors. Alcohol sales here has risen by 55 percent.  That’s placing fuel on a already burning Tre.

 When this over, we will Tnd at least in the USA we’ve paid a very dear price for conTning us all. In my state alone the total of child

death by abuse and neglect in 2018 was 65.
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Could Hydrogen Peroxide Treat Coronavirus?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Nebulized hydrogen peroxide therapy is an inexpensive and simple way to treat most viral respiratory illnesses*

All you need is a nebulizer with a face mask that covers your mouth and nose, and food grade hydrogen peroxide, diluted to .1%*

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) consists of a water molecule (H2O) with an extra oxygen atom. The oxygen inactivates viral pathogens by

breaking down the viral structure

*

Additionally, your immune cells actually produce hydrogen peroxide. This is in part how your immune system kills infected cells. Hydrogen

peroxide therapy aids your immune cells to perform their natural function more effectively

*

To prevent an infection from taking hold, begin treatment at Trst signs of symptoms. Consult with your physician before treatment.*
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Indeed JUST, the best vaccine is our immune system, and not the hope of the vaccines that Bill Gates is promoting that like all

vaccines depresses the immune system and creates more chronic and degenerative diseases. Institutions in charge of disease

prevention policies, with lack of protective equipment, food recommendations, industrial pollution, 5G, industrial agriculture, etc.

they are a disaster, there is no clear intention to stop this pandemic of chronic and degenerative diseases such as diabetes and its

related diseases. People with these diseases are increasing Covid-19 death statistics. and they actually die from not taking care of

their immune system.

It is a corrupt vicious circle of governments, institutions, food corporations and the pharmaceutical industry. This link shows the

danger of sugar. Vandana Shiva, Independent Science News, June 18, 2019: Food is not a commodity, it is not a "thing"

mechanically and artiTcially assembled in laboratories and factories. Eating is living. Food contains the contribution of all the

beings that make up the food web, and has the potential to maintain and regenerate the web of life. Food also has the potential for

health and disease, depending on how it was grown and processed. Food is therefore the living currency of the web of life.

Hippocrates said, "Let food be your medicine."

In Ayurveda, the ancient science of life in India, food is called "sarvausadha", the medicine that cures all diseases. Industrial food

systems have reduced food to merchandise, to "things" that can then be made in the laboratory. In the process, both the health of

the planet and our health have been almost destroyed. Chemical agriculture does not return organic matter and fertility to the soil.

Instead, it is contributing to desertiTcation and land degradation. It also requires more water, as it destroys the natural

water-holding capacity of the soil. Industrial food systems have destroyed the planet's biodiversity.
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Yes, NOTHINGSOUND. African Americans face an increased risk of exposure to the virus, mainly because they are concentrated in

urban areas and work in essential industries. Whites also work more from home than men of color. The virus has killed large

numbers of older black men, although outbreaks have also occurred among African American women and youth in the South.

Experts also point to initial research showing a high prevalence of Covid-19 among those with obesity, high blood pressure, and

diabetes, the most common risk factors among African Americans. The virus is known to negatively affect people with underlying

health problems, and many hospitals are only evaluating those admitted for critical care.

There are also racial inequalities in health care, including facility closings and limits on public health insurance plans like Medicaid

and Medicare. African Americans are twice as likely to be without health insurance compared to their white counterparts.

according to the Journal of General Internal Medicine. The Century Foundation found that health professionals located within most

African American neighborhoods or Latinx tend to provide lower quality care.

www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/08/its-a-racial-justice-issue-black..  (2020)
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Guillermou, nothingsound - The evidence is piling up that there are few accidents behind how this virus is working -

www.youtube.com/watch
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Yes, NOTHINGSOUND, a big problem is child abuse. Alcohol, drugs, stress, frustrations can contribute to family tensions and child

abuse. Children whose parents abuse drugs and alcohol are almost three times more likely to be abused and four times more likely

to be neglected than children of parents who do not abuse substances. 85% of states reporting statistics on child abuse and

neglect cite substance abuse and parental poverty as the top two issues related to child abuse and neglect. Furthermore, studies

have shown that the most consistent Tnding in proven child abuse cases is that abusive parents often report being physically,

sexually or emotionally abused or neglected as children. education.stateuniversity.com/pages/1823/Child-Abuse-Neglect.html  

In the United States, more than 4 children die daily from child abuse and neglect. More than 70% of these children are under 3

years old. 2.9 million cases of child abuse are reported each year in the United States. Children who experience child abuse and

neglect are 59% more likely to be arrested as minors, 28% more likely to be arrested as adults, and 30% more likely to commit

violent crime. 14% of all men and 36% of all women in prison were abused as children. More information on this link:

www.dosomething.org/.../11-facts-about-child-abuse  

A large majority of Americans view child abuse and neglect as a public health problem in the United States, a sentiment shared

among populations with 81% of Hispanics, 76% of non-Hispanic whites, 74% of African Americans and 67% of Asians. Okay,

according to a new survey commissioned by Research! America and the National Foundation to End Child Abuse and Neglect

(EndCAN). www.researchamerica.org/sites/default/Tles/ChildAbuseandNeglectPressR..
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"The survey reveals that child abuse and neglect are too widespread and need to be addressed as a public health issue," said Mary

Woolley, President and CEO of Research! America. "Strong funding for research and public health programs is essential to ensure

that evidence-based strategies are implemented to protect children and families at risk." A large majority of all groups surveyed

say it is important to increase the Federal funds for research on child abuse and neglect. According to respondents, child abuse

and neglect contribute to depression, school problems, violence, substance abuse, and suicide. Early education and family support

services are seen by many as "very important" in decreasing the likelihood of child abuse and neglect

www.researchamerica.org/news-events/news/americans-view-child-abuse-an..
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hi Gui - great posts - here ujis a link everyone should look at if they want to know what is going on -

forbiddenknowledgetv.net/dr-shiva-we-are-at-war-Trefauci-end-the-shut..
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Great KROFTER link. Yes, Henry Kissinger agreed with Bill Gates, vaccination of the entire population, that is, poisoning humanity.

Henry Kissinger wrote an article "The Coronavirus Pandemic Will Alter the World Order Forever", referring to past lessons learned

from the Marshall Plan and the Manhattan Project, and from there describing three domains that the United States should

implement.

Kissinger says we need to develop new techniques and technologies for infection control and proportional vaccines in large

populations. Kissinger calls for large populations to be vaccinated. It also proposes to heal the world economy and safeguard the

Liberal World Order, that is, to vaccinate en masse. In other words, "liberal" is "open to new behaviors or opinions and willing to

discard traditional values." So, in other words, a new world order. Also former UK Prime Minister Gordon Brown recently urged

world leaders to create a "temporary form of global government to tackle the twin medical and economic crises that call for a

global governance task force that would include the G20, the United Nations, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund

".
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Great link, STAN, related to my post last Tuesday. "As a PhD in biological engineering from MIT, I think the use of fear is really being

used to suppress dissent, it is being used to support compulsory medicine, and it is really being used to support the collapse of

this economy," said Dr.SHIVA . Ayyadurai Dr.SHIVA Ayyadurai has launched a campaign to persuade the President of the United

States, Donald Trump, to Tre Dr. Anthony Fauci, immunologist and director of the US National Institute of Allergy and Infectious

Diseases. USA USA Ayyadurai accused Fauci of representing the interests of a wide range of organizations, including the US

Centers for Disease Control. USA

The United States, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative, the Clinton Foundation, the World Health

Organization, and the Government of China. They are all working in concert with Big Pharma, which makes money in three ways:

through biomedical devices, including diagnostic tests, vaccines, and medications. "This crisis made by fear." "People who die of

cancer, the 440,000 people who die from medical errors or the other 200,000 people who die from prescription drug problems,"

said Ayyadurai. We are assuming a problem that Fauci has fully promoted to really push an economic policy to the detriment of the

American worker. " www.straight.com/news/republican-senate-hopeful-shiva-ayyadurai-calls-..   ((5 de abril de 2020)
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Yes, RANDY, pathetic images, total control of the oligarchic elites with the QR Codes. QR come from Japan, where they are very

common. QR is short for Quick Response. This is to show Google that your site is "alive". Every thing you watch, see, say, and do

fuels the beast's system. RTd and certiTcations are also presumably part of the brand. In the Terminator movie, machines turned

against humans as they do in real life today, all this sophisticated and wacky technology controls people. These new technologies

saying that life will be easier, but the truth is that life has become increasingly diecult.

As in China, Moscow is launching an app to track the movements of people in the capital diagnosed with coronavirus, who have

been ordered to stay home. Your Social Monitoring application will initially be limited to citizens who have already tested positive

for Covid-19 but who have not been hospitalized. Lysenko also revealed plans to launch a related scheme for Moscow's broader

population, in which residents will request a new QR code (quick response) every time they want to leave their home. It will request

access to the user's calls, location, camera, storage, network information and other data. The intention is to verify that they do not

leave their home while they are contagious.

"We would be concerned that this application could be used to track the movements of millions of people and also prove to be a

tool for social control," said Privacy International senior researcher Tom Fisher. "For people to lose faith in the government and

health authorities right now, being subjected to intrusive and unnecessary surveillance, it will only serve to harm efforts to combat

this virus." www.bbc.com/.../technology-52121264
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A total of 55 scientists from different centers in the Basque Country have validated an alternative RT-PCR test to detect COVID-19,

"reliable and fast" that obtains results in 4 hours and has a price of 15 euros, which will allow the Basque health does not depend

on supplying this type of tests in international markets. The reliable and fast test does not require commercial kits and therefore

would overcome the supply problems that are affecting other tests. PCR is a technique for the ampliTcation of minute amounts of

genetic material, in this case the virus. In its RT-PCR variant it allows a quantitative detection of this genetic material, and therefore

makes it possible to discriminate between infected and virus-free. the detection test has resulted in a speciTcity of 100% and a

sensitivity of 92%.
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Guillermou and others--all great info.  I'd also point out that the original whistleblower at the CDC, Dr. William Thomson, cited the

disproportionate harms the the MMR vaccine was causing to African-American boys... where was the Democratic-party

establishment on this one, always supposedly championing minorities, racial or otherwise?  ConPict of interest... bought out by Big

Pharma; a shameful silence.  No group should have to suffer disproportionately at the hands of Pharma; intended or not, that is a

racial discrimination with serious health consequences; we cannot leave anyone behind.  Look at the case of Dr. Shiva Ayyadurai,

one of the few bright lights in this entire matter; he was born into the "untouchable" class in Indian, meaning--I'm assuming--that

his life must've be considered unimportant or expendable by those in other social strata.
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Well said DARZOUM. Yes, Brian S Hooker, anti-vaccine activist, did an analysis of the MMR vaccine, looking at all African American

children, not just those with Georgia birth certiTcates. He found that black children who were vaccinated before age 3 were 3.4

times more likely to have autism than those who were not. Translational Neurodegeneration magazine published their study. When

comparing cases and controls receiving their Trst MMR vaccine before and after 36 months of age, there was a statistically

signiTcant increase in autism cases speciTcally among African American males who received the Trst MMR prior to 36 months of

age. Relative risks for males in general and African American males were 1.69 and 3.36, respectively. Additionally, African

American males showed an odds ratio of 1.73 for autism cases in children receiving their Trst MMR vaccine prior to 24 months of

age versus 24 months of age and thereafter. translationalneurodegeneration.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/2047..  (2014)
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“The United Nations’ biodiversity chief has called for a global ban on wildlife markets – such as the one in Wuhan, China, believed

to be the starting point of the coronavirus outbreak – to prevent future pandemics. Elizabeth Maruma Mrema, the acting executive

secretary of the UN Convention on Biological Diversity, said countries should move to prevent future pandemics by banning “wet

markets” that sell live and dead animals for human consumption, but cautioned against unintended consequences”. “China has

issued a temporary ban on wildlife markets where animals such as civets, live wolf pups and pangolins are kept alive in small

cages while on sale, often in Tlthy conditions where they incubate diseases that can then spill into human populations. Many

scientists have urged Beijing to make the ban permanente”. www.theguardian.com/.../ban-live-animal

 markets-pandemics-un-biodiversity-chief-age-of-extinction  (6 Apr 2020)
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Periodontitis is a chronic inPammatory disease often of the roots of dead teeth and  root canals. It is most often silent (painless)

and only detected by dentists with 3D (conebeam) xray and patiens never notiTed. Dentist will refuse to remove teeth as extraction

(without HiBot and IV vit C - banned by AMA etc.) often results in death by Sepsis. This the situation I am in right now. I have the

cone beam x-ray showing two very large infection and they will not even do a teeth cleaning and show me to the door as soon as I

show them.
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Dr. Mercola has always been a hero of mine, but today I feel tears of gratitude as I am getting over an illness that I suspect is COVID (have

not gotten tested, just isolating and treating at home) with the help of the methods he has posted on this website. I used Quercetin, Zinc,

Vit D, Vit C, H2 tablets and I think most importantly nebulized H2O2. I think this protocol saved me from getting much sicker, because I

felt really bad for 2-3 days, but as soon as I got my hands on the nebulizer on day 2 of my illness I started to feel that it was helping and

by end of day 3 I felt that I had turned a corner. It felt like a bad head cold with the usual symptoms and an extra bad headache, but the

addition of nausea and the severity of the headache made me suspect it was covid. Regardless of what it was, it was a respiratory

infection and although the supplements helped, I think the biggest player was the nebulized H2O2. Given how terrible I felt even with all

the supplements initially, the fact that I am getting over it on day 4 feels pretty miraculous.

I just want to express my gratitude to Dr. Mercola and everyone on his team for putting out this valuable  information. You are courageous

and you are a true doctor. You are not afraid of going against the grain and stand up to the goliaths that try to stop you. Know that you

make such a tremendous difference in so many lives, probably more than any other living doctor. I can't thank you enough.

I do have one question that maybe you or anyone reading this can answer. I will continue the supplements until I feel 100%, but is there

anything in particular to do to prevent some of the long term effects we have heard of? Or is getting over it quickly like this suecient bc it

means the virus is killed and it can't do any of the damage that results in the long term consequences? I feel a lot better, but am still a bit

uncertain of how /why the long terms stuff happens and am not sure if just having had it is reason to worry.
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I had Covid this past June.  Had a fever for two days then felt weak for several more days.  No other symptoms.   I took MMS

(chlorine dioxide)  during that time.  Felt well after a week or so.  Six weeks later I started feeling weak as well as experiencing an

itchy sensation internally.  Felt like an inPammatory response to something.   No fever or other symptoms.   Started taking

Quercetin,  zinc, green tea extract and NAC.  Also took a few drops of MMS for a couple of days.  I now feel almost normal.  

Actually went running last night.   This ia a very strange disease.
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I read about Dr. Mercola’s nebulized hydrogen peroxide therapy for Covid about 3 months ago. I researched it and talked with several

health professionals, and all of them agreed that H2O2 therapy was sensible and safe. I ordered a good nebulizer for less than $50, a

bottle of FOOD GRADE 12%H202 for $12, bought a bottle of distilled H2O, and a box of sterile nebulizer saline tubes for about $10. I

printed off the recipe and pasted it inside my kitchen cabinet. As luck would have it, my son brought Covid home to my husband, my other

son, and to me a few days later. Once we realized it was Covid and not just a snizy nose, I made the suggested mixture and had everyone

start treatments with their own nebulizer masks.

Everyone but me was over the worst of it in 2 days and the snizes by the 4th day. Loss of taste and smell only lasted about 4 days. I,

unfortunately, had it a little worse because I was taking care of 3 other people, and I fought a deeper cough. I added another 1/4tsp H2O2

to the solution and my breathing improved immediately. My fever lasted 5 days and my cough about 10 but I was never concerned about

the cytokine storm. Every time that my breathing got a little worse, I did a treatment and felt immediate relief. This will be our go to

treatment for allergies, colds, Pu, and Covid.

Additionally, you need to know that my youngest son is immuno-compromised from Lyme and was already suffering from a mono

Pare-up. I was crazy worried about him, but the H2O2 defeated the Covid and helped with the mono. He never lost any taste either. He just

had the sinus reaction which was helped immediately by the nebulizer. My 70+ yo next door neighbor who has COPD and who spent 2

weeks in the hospital in December 2020 for pulmonary issues also caught Covid a couple of weeks ago. I mixed her a jar of solution and

sent to her for use in her nebulizer. Within 4 treatments, she was a different person. She said the recipe worked better for her than her

Albuterol. Good luck
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This is interesting.  I have always been low-tech, and cheap, when it comes to treating and preventing infections.  Hydrogen peroxide is

the only thing I use that could be considered a drug, applying it topically to wounds, and Pushing my ears with it at the Trst sign of an

infection of my ears, tonsils, or throat.  I think those are all connected through the sinuses anyway, but I could be wrong.  I never thought

of breathing it in through a nebulizer though, nor did I understand how it worked to clear up infections.  Thanks for the explanation. I think

I may pick up a fresh bottle of H2O2 at the dollar store, if the toilet paper and hand-sanitizer hoarders haven't discovered it yet.  I am so

miffed at the misinformation and fear-mongering, all for the greater proTt of the pharmaceutical industry, when more effective and

inexpensive solutions are readily available.
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Please only nebulize food grade hydrogen peroxide, not the Dollar Tree stuff
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Another great article Dr Mercola , actually i have followed this for years to defeat the Pu and that is adding 10 ml of HP to each ear for 5

minutes a time and it has never failed !! I started doing this since i read that a 1928 study by Richard Simmons, M.D. led to Tndings that

the cold and Pu viruses actually enter the body through the ears and begin the breeding process at that locale. Should imagine it word

work against COVID19?  Would be interested to know if others have had the same success as we have with this amazing and cheap cure
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Yes, I also used Hydrogen peroxide in my ears at the Trst sign of anything (sore throat, runny nose, cold).  I don't measure it, just

3% Tll up the cap and dump in.  I leave it in until ALL bubbles stop bubbling - as its killing the infection - could take 5 minutes or

one hour...and make sure to do both ears.  This is a medical miracle.  Cheap, effective, safe - and your western doctor will NEVER

tell you about it.  Best thing ever....
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I’ve had what is probably Covid for the past 13 days (onset of symptoms), but I was hitting it with high dose C from the start. No fever,

slight sore throat, brief reduction in sense of taste, and slight sensation in left lung. At day 9, shortness of breath and mild dizziness upon

waking set in. I upped the C (all Mercola’s Liposomal C at that point) to between 2 and 3k every 2 hours by day 12. This reduced the

shortness of breath symptoms by 75%. Turmeric and curcumin advanced plus the Beet Powder every 4 hours. An anti-inPammatory and a

nitric oxide booster reduced symptoms too.

Saw this post and got the food grade H2O2 from a local health food store (last one) and the nebulizer from a local med supply store. I did

two 15 min doses at 3% h2o2, 3 hrs apart before bedtime. I woke at 2:30am for more C, supps, and h202 dose... and was breathing

normally! No sustained deep belly and chest breathing required. No waking up a little dizzy. The supps were:  Gaia licorice root extract

yesterday as well as the “liquid oxygen” supplement called Cell Food bc the idea of getting more O in was good in my situation.) By

8:30am, my symptoms are barely there. I did my C doses too (and again at 6:30am) but went down to 2k every 2 hrs from  3k. I don’t know

if the speed of the recovery was solely due to the H2O2. I’ve never recovered this much from signiTcant  symptoms this fast. Continuing

C, supps, and h202 today.
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Hmmm… let’s see… billions of dollars invested in the “let’s make a vaccine” sweepstakes, medical marshal law, create an economic crisis

that threatens the livelihood of millions, a complete overhaul of societal mores, mandatory mass vaccinations, mandatory chipping and

mass monitoring/surveillance of citizens, the calls for a cashless society—versus a $3 bottle of hydrogen peroxide and a nebulizer.  Any

other DIYers out there?  We already know which way the corporate-run governments are going to go.
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Yes, DARZOUM, the poison is on the way. Extreme quarantines must end soon. In France it is allowed to go out for an hour to do

sports. BigPharma has a promising future. Johnson & Johnson shares rose 8% on Monday after the company said human testing

of its experimental coronavirus vaccine will begin in September and may be available for emergency use authorization in early

2021. www.cnbc.com/2020/03/30/johnson-johnson-to-begin-clinical-trials-on-co..    (2020) Other drugs are on the way. This will

increase BigPhama's proTts, while the economic crisis will bring worse consequences than Covid. 19.

markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/drug-stocks-gain-companies-cor..    (2020)

Institutions in charge of disease prevention policies, with lack of protective equipment, food recommendations, industrial

pollution, 5G, industrial agriculture, etc. they are a disaster, there is no clear intention to stop this pandemic of chronic and

degenerative diseases such as diabetes and its related diseases. People with these diseases are increasing Covid-19 death

statistics. and they actually die from not taking care of their immune system.

As a consequence we have, the aggressive quarantines against people's health and what could be worse, the deaths of despair

due to the collapse of the economy through blockades will signiTcantly add to the Tnal number of deaths and may end up

surpassing the deaths of the virus itself. The magnitude of the association between unemployment and mortality is greater for

men than for women and greater in early and middle career workers than older workers. It seems reasonable to suppose that the

economic crisis of the coronavirus will also have a disproportionate impact on the poor and the working classes that lack

considerable Tnancial reserves. Economic inequalities will increase. After this crisis the rich will be richer and the poor poorer.
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Guillermou, all excellent points; well stated.  Those who control the narrative steer the outcomes and attempt to quash the

freedom of alternative choices.  It's that which is most maddening.  If someone wants to go the pharma route of their own free will,

if Bill Gates is some kind of genius or god to those people, Tne... go for it; try it out; see how it works for you.  Those are not my

choices; they are not an expression of my values or the way I conduct my life.  For that paradigm to enter my life and dominate my

options, it will have to be by a mandatory compulsion of the enforcing authority... i.e. slavery.  The freedom of choice and learning

from the consequences is a primary modality in the evolution of conscious awareness.
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Every time there are more peopleare recovering from the Covid-19, and contagion curves in Europe are Pattening out. Before a

person infected three, now in Spain and Italy it does not reach one. A 107-year-old Dutch woman has recovered from the

coronavirus, probably becoming the oldest survivor of the pandemic in the world. "We did not expect her to survive this," her niece

Maaike de Groot told the newspaper. "She does not take medicine, she still walks well and kneels every night to thank the Lord.

From the looks of it, she'll be able to continue doing it. "

In China, Zhang Guangfen, a 103-year-old grandmother, recovered from Covid-19 after six days of treatment in Wuhan. Italica

Grondona, a 102-year-old woman, recovered at the San Martino hospital in Genoa, Italy. She was nicknamed 'Highlander', the

immortal, after spending more than 20 days in the hospital. Other elders have also succeeded. You can become an old man with a

good immunological response. www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8204963/Dutch-woman-aged-107-worlds-o..   (9 April 2020)
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This will lead to civil war.  Very sad. Many folks will refuse to be treated like cattle and will lose their lives. Give me liberty or give

me death.  Patrick Henry, I think.
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With the tools and creativity of productive medicine and therapy from years past, much can be done to help ourselves and others

inexpensively and without side effects, along with COMMON SENSE. Something the modern generation and government could stand to

inject into their brains. What I fear most is the discussion of mandatory injections of what ever the government and modern day

POLITICAL SCIENTISTS of today come up with as soon as next year.
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I used H2O2 IV for years on patients with good to great results. If you can Tnd a doc in your area that administers it, by all means take

advantage of the opportunity when you need it.  For patients who cannot make it in for a treatment I've recommended they draw a nice

hot bath, add a pint or so (16 oz or more, depending on the volume of your bath) of consumer grade (3%) H2O2 and have a soak for a half

hour or so.  Results are not as profound as with those getting it IV but are usually still substantial. The bath soak can be repeated in a day

or two but folks usually show improvement with a single treatment.   As with most therapies, this works best at the early onset of

symptoms. And, as with most effective therapies of this type, be aware you might have a Herxheimer reaction.
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This simple cure will never reach the general public because the mass hysteria generated by COVID-19 will not be missed by Big Pharma
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This simple cure will never reach the general public because the mass hysteria generated by COVID-19 will not be missed by Big Pharma

as a golden opportunity to exploit people for maximum proTt (Billion$$$)
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yes bpr - the Gates lockdown has been highly successful at "Mass Hysteria" - frightened people will do anything that Gates is

proposing like mandatory vaccination/ ID chipping/ glyphosate in the food chain/ involuntary suicide - this is the future with

bankruptcies and impoverishment thrown in the mix
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Bill Gates conveyed the fear and need for a vaccine against Covid-19 (health poisons). Gates urged leaders to prepare for a

pandemic in 2015, he presented his advice in The Washington Post. He said the United States needs a complete shutdown in all

states, must step up testing, and start work now to accelerate vaccine development. Gates said that includes immediately starting

work to build the facilities where a vaccine would be manufactured. CDC is also trying to keep the masses vulnerable to COVID-19

so that they can be rescued by some future vaccine that many biotech companies are struggling to develop.

The media is overwhelmingly incentivized to produce negative and alarmist headlines without accompanying the historical context

and analytical experience for the average person. Assess the severity of those headlines. A report published in Psychiatry

Research says: "Fear certainly appears to be a consequence of the mass quarantine."

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=the+emotional+impact+of+coronavirus+..  (new+coronavirus+disease)   (2020)
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM
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I will be sharing the article with a neighbor who has a nebulizer for a child- there are kids in and out of the house all the time.  We

had our Trst case locally reported by the county yesterday as it moves into rural America.
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

After years of procrastination, I just got done with my 1st session with a nebulizer. I added a drop of 5% Lugol's iodine to the H2O2, as

recommended by Dr Brownstein, and normal saline water in the nebulizer"s reservoir. One lesson learned is to only Tll the reservoir about

0.6 full as the nebulizing action is slowed down quite a bit by a too full reservoir. YMMV. The compressor on my machine, an Omron I

bought maybe 5 years, is quite noisy. I measured 83 db at about 3 feet away. Now that I have an idea about how to use the device, the

next session will go more smoothly.
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Drew458
Joined On 10/3/2020 11:39:47 AM
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I think you might Tnd this interesting. As far back as 1896 hydrogen peroxide was found to cure diphtheria. The author writes that it

worked so well that the serum antitoxin was not needed. This was 29 years before the heroic dogsled serum delivery/rescue of the sick

children in Nome Alaska. He also writes that he is amazed that H2O2 gets no press. Some things never change.

webhosting.web.com/imagelib/sitebuilder/misc/show_image.html?linkedwid..   I just checked the CDC's website. Modern therapy is the

same serum and antibiotics. Not a mention of H2O2.
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tmac13
Joined On 10/28/2009 11:28:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So is this the correct formulation:

1) Make saline solution:  1/2 tsp salt + 1 cup distilled water

2) Add in the hydrogen peroxide

Peroxide    Peroxide    Saline       Product

-------------------------------------------------------

3%              1/4 tsp      7 1/4 tsp    0.1%

12%            1/4 tsp      5 ounces    0.1%

36%            1/4 tsp     15 ounces   0.1%

3) Put in a nebulizer and inhale through mouth and nose.

4) 10-15 minutes, 3 to 4 times a day when sick
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inf1044
Joined On 4/30/2015 5:45:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

May God bless you with a long and healthy life Dr. Mercola for sharing and explaining these important and helpful things to us!
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jsmccord7
Joined On 2/16/2010 1:16:48 PM
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The covid 19 in the form of a GLOBAL AGENDA intelligence.weforum.org/topics/a1G0X000006O6EHUA0?tab=publications
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AnnFrancis
Joined On 3/29/2010 6:01:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am continually amazed that so few want to look at what colloidal silver does to kill all germs - no money to be made is likely the answer.

It can be made at home for pennies.
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JGB123
Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I run my humidiTer during the dry winter months. Would it make sense to add HP to the water if I begin feeling under the weather? Am

just wondering everyone's thoughts.
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I Tnd that in my double-glazed house in the UK, I can need to run thermo-electric fan dehumidiTers (70W hour) [1] sometimes, to

reduce excess humidity much of the year, including to limit troublesome window condensation when cold outside. I prefer humidity

no higher than about 50%. [1] A useful source of distilled water, for cleaning and ironing.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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H2O2 is the body's natural immune oxidant, so valuable in manymany conditions with actions analogous to O3 ozone, MMS chlorite ClO2

and Mega/IV Vit C that generates H2O2. NAC should be the next substance to nebulize; It activates lung macrophages and increases

mucus Pow...So alternate H2O2 and NAC nebulization for ALL sinus/lung conditions including colds, Pus, COPD, pneumonia. I personally

use food grade peroxide diluted to 3% but only for 5 minutes...and approx 4-500mg NAC dissolved in 20ml water for another 5

min...duration of nebulization not speciTed in article....New reports of "Pu/RSV" outbreaks coincide with seasonal temps and LOW

HUMIDITY where dried-out nasal passages/lungs incubate virus/bacteria...and those vaxxxed have compromised immune systems; best

to nebulize, load up Vit C/D-sun, humidify and hydrate. educate-yourself.org/cn/Hydrogen-Peroxide-Medical-Miracle-2003-Dr-Will..

 Check "Update" for details, pharmaceutical censorship keeps people sick>>> Great for the medical business model/bad for thee....

forbiddenhealingforum.com/forum-comments
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veritas19
Joined On 10/26/2016 11:42:43 AM
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Interesting. Never heard anyone say to use NAC in a nebulizer although I do take it orally. I'll have to try it out as I currently have

symptoms that are Pu-like. I've heard of iodine and budesonide being added to the nebulized mix but have never tried them. Also

tried a little true colloidal silver spray. I've been pumping about 2.25 grams sodium ascorbate orally every few hours and 5000iu Vit

D/day and using ClO2 at 3 drops every few hours spaced apart. So, do you use just straight 3% H2O2 with enough salt added to get

0.9%? Don't want to damage my epithelial cells. Also thanks for the link to Dr Douglass' paper.
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MrPOrangi
Joined On 7/18/2009 12:58:14 AM
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I thought (memory) in the Dr Mercola Dr D Brownstein interview below 0.5% didn't work. I'm sure Dr T Levey uses 3%. We used 1.5% for

6-10 minute intervals as required successfully. Very grateful to Mercola Brownstein and Levey thanks guys you saved our asses and

lungs
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Phill_B
Joined On 4/10/2020 6:20:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Paul Marik, EVMS Medical Group, for Mildly Symptomatic Covid-19 patients...  "Avoid Nebulization and Respiratory treatments. Use

“Spinhaler” or MDI and spacer if required". www.evms.edu/media/evms_public/departments/internal_medicine/EVMS_Crit..
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ildiko21
Joined On 3/16/2013 10:30:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola. I have shared this information with friends & family. I have been using H2O2 for years myself, and can vouch for

its effectiveness. I water-pik with it nightly, (since I wear crowns on most of my teeth,) have poured into my ears whenever my ears itch or

hurt, and gargle with it as well. I rarely if ever get sick, although I do have allergies & blow my nose a lot. (I also have three furry pets

inside my home, which doesn't help.) I am 73 yrs young, and have normal BP, do not smoke or take meds (except sometimes for sleep.)

I walk/hike daily in nature ski in winter, forage for wild foods, surround myself with lots of plants, and eat organic foods & take a bunch of

supplements. (some are yours) I live alone, and am happy with my lifestyle. Retired Health educator. I even bought some human grade

H2O2 that is 30% grade when a friend recommended it to me for arthritis. She also lent me a book on the topic. It seems that it is useful

in many other ways for various ailments.  Thank you for the directions for the nebulizer. I will be ordering one of those to add to my health

regiment.  Thank you for all your valuable information. I believe in YOUR messages!!!
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thebodyguard062gmail.com
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:15:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have used H202 for many years utilizing various methods. First sign of a cold/Pu I take a bath of very hot water & put in 2 quarts of

H202 & stay in for at least 20 min.  Really helps & feels great! Other method is the ear drops - I use a dropper instead of the cap  I'll clean

my ears like this every 2-3 weeks, sick or not.  Right after I do my ears I take some H202 in my mouth and swish it around and gargle it

some -carefully not to swallow!! The Puid from your ears drains into your mouth, so I disinfect it as well.  I use my nebulizer if I have a

suspicion that I'm coming down with a cold.  I put in 8 drops of H202 with 5ml of distilled water - works great!!  If I do have a

Pu/virus/cold for sure I'll do all 3 methods targeting all ways a pathogen can invade my body.  Last had the Flu in 2/1980 & mild colds

once a year - gone in 2-3 days. I also rotate H202 bath with a baking soda bath on the second day hoping to raise my pH levels, which it

has been found that viruses are pH sensitive.
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pao92398
Joined On 6/7/2015 11:41:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for the great advice! I'm currently living in Spain so wonderful information to have.  I do have a question, I understand this is

for "virus" infections but can this treatment also be used for seasonal allergies? Specially worried about allergy symptoms that can turn

into sinus infections that can weaken the inmune system.
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dargak
Joined On 10/25/2010 9:09:54 PM
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Based on other reading I have done, this sounds like a promising approach.  I would suggest also reading the information at

foodgrade-hydrogenperoxide.com .  One of the effects of hydrogen peroxide is that it loosens the gunk in your lungs so you can cough it

out.  On the one hand, that is a very good thing.  On the other hand, depending on how frail you are and how well you can cope with a bout

of coughing, it might be important to take a slow and cautious approach to keep that response at a manageable level.  I would also use

food-grade hydrogen peroxide instead of the drugstore product (which has stabilizers that make it unsuitable for internal consumption)

and I would use the weaker dilution that Dr. Shallenberger recommends (1 part 3% hydrogen peroxide to 20 parts saline).  I have also

seen recommendations to use hydrogen peroxide in a regular cool-mist vaporizer (1 part 3% hydrogen peroxide to 10 parts sterile saline).
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Several have mentioned forced vaccine and certiTcates to prove, or chipping. Both of these are antiquated.   The new tech is NANO

Technology.  Gates developed it already. Look up ID 2020 They have been testing it in Bangladesh and Thailand, with success- The nano

tech holds your birth info, employment, banking and more. We won't be able to avoid getting a vaccine (eventually) as this will be our

source for receiving income and spending it.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, Katndognco. They will also serve vaccines. The time is approaching for the long-awaited compulsory vaccination and the

terrifying chip, from the hand of our ineffable Bill Gates. The magnate announced that he plans to make available to the world's

governments "implantable capsules, also called microchips, for humans who have digital certiTcates," in order to identify those

affected by Covid-19. This will be implemented through the ID2020 company whose owner is Bill Gates.

These microchips would show who has undergone the coronavirus test and who has been vaccinated against it. Gates digital

certiTcates do not refer to anything we know, but to a kind of "quantum dot tattoos" that will detect the unvaccinated. Researchers

at MIT and Rice University have long worked on it as an optimal control system. "The quantum DOT tattoo involves the application

of soluble microneedle-based sugar containing a vaccine and quantum dots to the Puorescent copper incorporated in

biocompatible capsules on the micron scale." www.periodistadigital.com/politica/opinion/20200327/identiTcacion-dig..  (2020)
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Years ago I had a friend that had tumors in her legs. Twice a year she would go for hydrogen peroxide IV infusions to destroy them.

 Although they never found out why she kept getting them, her regular doctors only recommended surgery. She used this therapy for

years to by pass conventional treatment.  She is still alive today and well.
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jdarnall64
Joined On 12/24/2009 9:45:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All I can say is wow! Why are the simplest of processes like this used in hospitals. Better yet why doesn't our downtown doctors have that

knowledge when it comes to viruses and internal infectuons? Of course we all know why. For now thank you for this information. I will

certainly pass it on.
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mourningwarbler
Joined On 7/24/2009 3:16:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can make one vulnerable to fungal infection. When I fell on my face and had stitches, the doctor said to swish with H2O2. The dentist

Txing my teeth asked if I was doing that, because he noticed black fungus on my tongue.
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skydebbie
Joined On 4/27/2012 7:52:10 AM
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While reading this article, it made me think that just may be the Poultry Industry should try doing this, to save the Pocks from Avian

InPuenza! Seems less expensive to Nebulize them, than to kill them! I feed an organic herb mix, added to fermented feed, to my backyard

Pock of chickens and none have ever been ill. Having to keep my men chickens in an indoor place(city code-no 'roosters' w/i c/l), one

that's lame, that developed some gurgling (was only herb-ing the hens); so after about a week of giving the guys the same herbs, has

been sound ever since. If I thought the outdoor Pock was becoming ill, would consider H2O2 dosing them!
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mik7349
Joined On 1/7/2014 10:58:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been using hydrogen peroxide 3% in my ears and nose twice a week for 5 years and haven't had a cold, Pu or corvid. Also use .5%

only to brush my teeth and have had no teeth issues in Tve Tve. I learned this by listening to the Gerson therapy for cancer cures. Food

grade is best.
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tessat
Joined On 1/22/2011 11:55:48 PM
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Thank you for this article. Tis good to refresh and gain more knowledge in regards to peroxide.
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suejustin
Joined On 5/18/2011 3:27:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wish that someone would recommend what nebulizers to purchase. I ordered one online and its manual warned that it had been

sterilized using ethylene oxide. How many other brands are also sterilized this way but don’t bother to tell you.
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jvradin
Joined On 4/11/2020 11:28:16 AM
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I am a 77 year old female and have been using hydrogen peroxide nebulization for over a year. Dr. Levy's book indicates a much higher

dose than indicated in the chart. I have been successfully using a 4 parts normal saline solution to 1 part food grade 3% hydrogen

peroxide mixture with a drop of iodine solution (J.Crow’s Lugol’s Solution 2%, not derived from shellTsh). This dilution formula has been

very successful for me in eliminating viral infections quickly. Dr. Levy's book can be downloaded online.
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muffkingkat
Joined On 10/13/2010 8:04:52 PM
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Thank you for being one of the few "ports in a storm" to combat all the disinformation we hear about covid and disease. I remember

learning this method when you posted it during the lockdowns and invested in a nebulizer and hydrogen peroxide as a preventive

measure. Soon after I attended a dinner party with 10 friends. I was almost not invited because I was not vaccinated and everyone else

was. I was very reserved about my opinions because my wife did not want me to create a conPict. I felt it after that night and came down

with covid. I caught it from one of my friends that was vaccinated. I broke out my nebulizer and used Dr. Mecola's remedy for the next

week. The remedy cured me.
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TheBearRuns
Joined On 9/7/2021 7:50:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks to Dr Mercola for reiterating this important DIY treatment! Understanding that we are individuals and one size doesn't Tt all

(unless taken down to a common minimum), I experimented in past and settled on 1% (using saline solution & food grade H2O2 and

keeping it ready in the refrigerator) for the nebulizer (usually with Lugol's Iodine) and over-the-counter 1.5% H2O2 for ears (if they ever

feel under attack). So far that's been a great combo for yours truly.
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martinosgryparis
Joined On 11/26/2022 7:16:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

After reading Dr Mercolas article couple years ago about H2O2 nebulized inhalation method, Even my 4 kids stopped any other

treatments for the usual ailments. Also me and my wife use it for periodontal problems. It always works. Cheap and effective and safe.

Real medicine. Thank you Joe!
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chrisphillips
Joined On 9/27/2010 9:26:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

a couple days before thanksgiving, i started irrigating and nebulizing the morning after my Trst symptoms, which came on during my

sleep...a strange painful sinus headache on one side (which i never get) and an odd, paralytic malaise. knocked out the headache in a day

with nebulizing as taught above, along with beginning a supplement/herbal regimen and restricted, very healthy eating. no other

symptoms but feeling like i was hosting something unprecendented...extremely extremely sensitive to negativity (no violent tv) and a lot

of pleasant enough sleeping. no fever, so i did the sauna. lots of sinus irrigation from the getgo. i cannot prove i had covid, as i was

irrigating so much i did not want to test and get neg. will do a blood test next week. i sure hope i had it and got my natural immunity

'badge'!
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jjl1348
Joined On 7/3/2019 5:14:49 AM
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I read this invaluable information in some other article by Dr Mercola a while ago, guess near the start of this Covid drama. Since then I

always kept it on hand. In the middle of the Covid drama I need to take an international Pight and I develop an upper respiratory what felt

like infection and it threatens to settle on my chest. Of course now I become anxious about failing the ridiculous pcr test (accurate or

not). And I can not appear to be seriously ill when boarding a Pight either. And the days are counting down to my Pight. So I nebulized.

Used some of Mercola’s other target supplements including vitamin C and Zinc and immunity.

Within two days I had turned it around and did not to people watching me appear ill. I got the test and boarded the Pight. No issues.

Basically by boarding time I felt 99% my normal self. I believe in this protocol. And I may use it intermittently after reading this here again

today and the posts by others. I want to ask. To me it seems far more tedious now to travel. Is the intent to end travel for the average Joe

any time soon? For those speculating on a new nasty virus and forceable vaccination and possible passport and chipping. Anyone want

to hazard a guess what the timeframe looks like? How about.

Vaccinating the majority of the population in Africa. Working in the informal sector. Part time. Changing jobs often. Not registered for tax.

May not have any id. May not have an actual street address. May change residence regularly. But. Surprise. Most often do have a cell

phone. Many people have both an ethnic name and a European name. This is going to be challenging. My question has been whether this

electronic tracking will end up being limited to developed countries. More speciTcally smart cities. And to anyone travelling. Working for

medium to large companies. 100% world wide will never be achievable.
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MichelleYChauvin
Joined On 8/18/2016 8:22:23 PM
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Can really feel the difference. Day 1 thought the mixture felt strong at .1% but by day 3 it is ok. My oxygen saturation before nebulizing

was usually 95-97% (not bad) and after nebulizing for a few days is 99%.
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dougrock
Joined On 2/15/2021 5:34:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, Thanks Dr. Mercola for your nice video on the "mix" for the Nebbi treatment with Hydro and salt.  Probably a dumb question? But, did

you use Sea salt?  if so what kind? I was under the impression that you use regular salt that is pure like for Canning. I think the Sea salt is

much better idea, but what would be a safe sea salt to use? The claim is the H salt is not pure due to plastic's in it?  Anyone with thought's

or ideas would be cool to hear of them!?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/15/2021 5:39:37 AM
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Dr. Mercola
Joined On 12/21/1997 7:06:45 PM

Celtic, Redmond or Himalayan all work Tne and are not contaminated.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/15/2021 12:39:44 PM
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dougrock
Joined On 2/15/2021 5:34:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can't reply to thank Doc M for his reply, so I'm putting it here, hope he see's the "Thank You"

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/26/2021 3:45:39 PM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You might be interested in this recent mined salt article, which could also apply to sea salt??? Not sure if this is just an ingestion

matter or topical in bathwater as well??? Or even a problem altogether, you be the judge. butternutrition.com/pink-himalayan-salt

 ~~~ www.hawkeshealth.net/community/showthread.php?t=21231&highlight=sa..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/3/2022 8:43:42 AM
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lyn7020
Joined On 10/17/2012 2:51:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola I am hoping you will answer my question. I purchased the hydrogen peroxide and prepared it as indicated, to have on hand in

case my family needed it. My husband and I both tried it once to just to see, and our lungs felt irritated afterwards. I purchased the exact

brand mentioned. Has anyone else had this experience? Thank you!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/15/2020 6:13:29 PM

% Like  & Dislike

 

Dr. Mercola
Joined On 12/21/1997 7:06:45 PM

Sounds as if you did not dilute the peroxide. You can't use it straight. Please dilute very carefully according to the instructions.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/16/2020 4:47:14 AM
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AmberBamber
Joined On 12/26/2007 7:28:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes! I got a headache when I used 1.5% as I didnt read it right...  math is hard...  chemistry is critical to get this right.. have

someone check your math or dont do it..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/6/2021 2:57:20 PM
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jod4926
Joined On 9/6/2016 1:52:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Love the hydrogen peroxide nebulizer idea and have done it a couple of times as a preventative esp in regards to covid-19. However, I

heard that some bacteria (and I know covid is a virus) release hydrogen peroxide into cells inactivating large proteins which are known to

detect and respond to pathogens and that this could weaken an immune response perhaps particularly in the case of a lung infection. If

this is the case does this mean that nebulized hydrogen peroxide would do the same?  Would appreciate any viewpoints, not taken as

medical advice.
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wardsue711
Joined On 2/16/2007 7:56:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for this important information! I have used the hydrogen peroxide protocol 14 years ago with success! Thank you

so much!!! Really cool to see this original video.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/8/2020 8:59:54 AM
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car8585
Joined On 7/13/2015 10:22:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

COPD patient -- Always use 0.9% NaCL   Plain water can react in the lungs and cause spasms of the bronchial tubes.   Would there be a

reaction between the hydrogen peroxide and 0.9 % Normal Saline. Also what kind of water?  Tap water (City - Treated ), distilled, Tltered,

well  ( mine has rust bacteria)

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/19/2020 7:16:19 AM
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smoolichen70
Joined On 9/14/2006 8:24:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, Car8585.  At this time my docs are not sure what is going on with me but some think I have the start of COPD, others have not

idea what is causing my intermittent breathing issue. But I am trying out the H2O2 treatment method to see if things get better

and/or don’t worsen. I have read that it is good to use saline in the nebulizer and that there seems to be no issue with a reaction to

H2O2. I dilute my 12% food grade down to 3% with saline and when I go to use this concentration in my nebulizer which I then

dilute 1/1 with saline. Saline is also helpful for support in clearing out mucus in nasal and lungs. The water I use, as

recommended, is distilled water since it eliminates many of the heavy metals and other minerals in your city/treated water. If you

google Earth Clinic and H2O2 use in nebulizers you can a lot of good scientiTc information about validity and how to use. Hope

this is helpful.
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ssor690
Joined On 4/19/2012 5:57:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Totally brilliant, thank you so much for being such a powerful leader of wellness.  You are changing lives and have been for a very long

time!!
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Jdamon
Joined On 2/4/2015 2:04:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I intuitively used Hydrogen peroxide as a young teen for ears and throat infections.  The nebulizer delivery is just the thing I have been

looking for in general and glad it works on the latest virus as well, but things have changed a lot. The nebulizer is easy enough but Tnding

hydrogen peroxide these days, near impossible. I guess if you are willing to pay $20 for one lousey brown bottle, then it's out there. I think

some of it's counterfeit judging by the amazon reviews.  At that price may have more luck w/ the better food grade anyway!
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danceswthwords
Joined On 7/16/2012 7:19:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is already in place in my home incase of infection. We also diffuse essential oils and cleanse with peroxide and essential oils. It's the

best Trst line treatment IMHO. We also have a large supply of sodium ascorbate (great guide to use it here

Thomas-Levy-Guide-To-The-Optimal-Administration-of-Vitamin-C (1).pdf) if it's needed. I suggest these for all my clients. Thank you, Dr.

Mercola and staff again for doing the best research/ coverage of important topics!
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Temlakos
Joined On 10/20/2008 12:34:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for mentioning particularly to buy food-grade H2O2 and dilute it down to 3 percent. But let's recommend diluting it with Tltered

water. I have artesian water from my own well. Others might need to Tlter their water at the tap or going into the house; that's a separate

discussion.
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jujusmith
Joined On 4/9/2020 7:32:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have always been told from my holistic health care practitioner, that you only ingest food grade hydrogen peroxide.   Never put the 3%

hydrogen peroxide that you can purchase at Walmart etc. inside of your body.   That is for topical use only.  Only use food grade for

ingestion.   Typically, that can be purchased at a health food store.
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Rakaiaawa
Joined On 4/15/2016 4:53:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes yes yes.  I know it does and it worked for me in a very short time.  I came down very sick very quick.  I have used hp3% for years and

have never had antibiotics for years. The key to it I feel is that, you must apply hp straightaway. I mean the second you ask yourself an I

getting a cold/Pue/sore throat.   I’ve found if you wait four hours plus before using it doesn’t seem as powerful.
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sigh, yet more "Germ Theory" deluded nonsense! These symptoms would appear to be caused by diet high in highly processed and plant

foods, especially starches, unbounded sugars, and rancid/inPammatory oils, excessive skin washing with detergents, including soap, and

various pollution, including from chlorinated water and other sterilising (poisoning) agents. Adding reactive Halogen compounds/ions to

water, to "sterilise" it, was never a smart idea, because they can react to create toxic biological compounds. Water is better cleaned by

Tner Tltration, like done by the earth to the water table and by Berkey Black gravity Tlter sticks, not via by, additive leaking, oil-plastic

membranes.

The stuff about Vitamin C killing cancer via H2O2 production was amusing and disturbing, because it ironically admits that signiTcant

dietary vitamin C is toxic! Cancer is most probably the body encapsulating especially troublesome material it is too busy to deal with. The

whole idea of killing cancer seems silly. It would seem smarter to detoxify the body so that it doesn't keep growing/maintaining cancer

masses and can maybe start to detox/excrete all the troublesome material encapsulated in cancer masses.
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